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Temporary paints in aerosol



MARKERS 360O

Temporary matt finish paint to mark different elements on a wide range of surfaces providing 
high luminosity. It offers excellent paint coverage and is resistant to low temperatures.  High 
capacity fluorescent colours with a greater visibility allowing the reading of signs, letters or 
numbers easily. Provided with security cap and 360º valve to enable spraying in all directions, 
even upside down.

APPLICATIONS:
It can be used in very different fields: mining and quarries; construction infrastructures and 
public works; for the maintenance of motorways and roads; in geological studies and in the 
industry. It can be applied on asphalt, concrete, stone, sand, wood, metal, etc.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Spreading 650/500ml = 2 m2

Drying time in 10 minutes.

Matt fluorescent paint for ephemeral marking on a large number of surfaces. The time in 
which the painting will be visible will depend on the traffic, the environmental conditions and 
the use which is given to it. Its average useful life is about 5 days.

APPLICATIONS:
Indicated for ephemeral signaling and marking. Among its applications we highlight the 
temporary marking of sport events, the signposting of public works and road incidents.  It can 
be applied on asphalt, stone, concrete, sand, wood, metal and all types of surfaces.  

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Spray performance 650/500ml = 2 m2

Total drying in 20 minutes.

HOW TO USE:
Shake the aerosol can vigorously for 1 minute after hearing the mixing balls sound. Apply in any directions, even 
upside down.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
After each use clean the nozzle with a paper or rag to avoid clogging.

The difference between the conventional Fluorescent marker and the Event Marker is its useful life. Although 
both are temporary paints, the Event Marker is more ephemeral, lasts only a few days while the conventional 
marker can last several weeks.
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Fluorescent marker with 360º multidirectional valve
for temporary marking and signposting

Fluorescent marker with 360º multidirectional valve
for ephemeral marking. Average useful life of 5 days.
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Do not use on devices connected to the electrical network and apply inventilated areas.
Once empty, the spray must be deposited in the yellow container.

FLUORESCENT MARKER 360º

EVENT MARKER 360º


